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Abstract

We establish that there are two velocity systems along lines of sight that contribute to the emission-line spectrum of
the brightest parts of the Orion Nebula. These overlie the Orion-S embedded molecular cloud southwest of the
dominant ionizing star (θ1 OriC). Examination of 10×10″ samples of high spectral resolution emission-line
spectra of this region reveals it to be of low ionization, with velocities and ionization different from the central part
of the nebula. These properties jeopardize earlier determinations of abundance and physical conditions since they
indicate that this region is much more complex than has been assumed in analyzing earlier spectroscopic studies
and argue for use of very high spectral resolution or known simple regions in future studies.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: H II regions (694)

1. Introduction

This is the second of a series of papers on the Orion Nebula
using high velocity resolution data combined with Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) imaging. Paper I dealt with large-scale
shells and layers, Paper III will explore the high spatial
resolution spectrum properties of the Orion-S Cloud and the
foreground layer of ionized gas, and Paper IV will be a study of
the extended series of shocks forming HH269. The major goal
of the present paper is to use groups of spectra in 10×10″
samples to understand the large-scale properties of velocity
components as they change across the region southwest of θ1

OriC, the dominant ionizing star in the Huygens Region of the
Orion Nebula. We show that this region is fundamentally
different from other parts of the Huygens Region, even though
its apparent brightness attracts spectroscopic studies to
determine characteristics, such as abundances and physical
conditions. The areas we have studied are shown in Figure 1.

1.1. Background of This Study

In a companion paper (O’Dell et al. 2020; Paper I) we
present an annotated background for the optical studies of the
Huygens Region. This is useful to the present study and for
brevity is not repeated here. However, the present study focuses
on properties to the southwest of the Trapezium stars, including
the Orion-S Cloud (henceforth the Cloud).

We see in Figure 1 that the relative signal of the total [N II]
and [O III] emission (i.e., line signal without division into
velocity components because the narrowband filters are much
wider bandpass than the separation of the components) changes
abruptly along a SE to NW line. Shown in Figure 1, we
designate this feature as the SE–NW Transition where it is
depicted as a heavy dashed white line. This feature was first
pointed out in O’Dell et al. (2009) where it was called the “SE–
NW Ionization Boundary.” Given that the NE boundary of the
Low Ionization Group lies along the SE–NW Transition, this
indicates that it is a large-scale process that causes the changes,
not just what happens in the much smaller Crossing Region.

The Crossing Region is of particular interest because multiple
stellar outflows originate there and it is studied with higher
spatial resolution in Paper III.
Several previous studies (O’Dell et al. 2008; Mesa-Delgado

et al. 2011; O’Dell 2018) have established that the region
where the SE–NW Transition touches the Crossing Region is a
nearly edge-on portion of an ionization front in the NE portion
of the Cloud of material that includes the Orion-S Cloud.

1.2. Outline of This Paper

Section 2 describes the observational material utilized, the
emission-line velocity components, and how they can be
interpreted. Section 3 presents the results of the deconvolution
of the observed velocity components in the targeted region
(“the South Region”) SW of θ1 OriC. Section 4 summarizes
the major conclusions of this study.

1.3. Nomenclature and Adopted Values

The nomenclature and adopted values are listed below.

1. Samples are areas of 10″×10″ within which spectra
from a spatially resolved atlas of spectra of certain
emission-lines have been averaged.

2. Groups are sets of samples.
3. Vshort designates a shorter, often weaker, wavelength

velocity component of an emission line. This was
called Vlow in O’Dell (2018) and Paper I.

4. Vlong designates the longer, often stronger, wavelength
component of an emission line. This was called Vmif in
O’Dell (2018) and Paper I.

5. SE–NW Transition is a feature shown in Hubble Space
Telescope images that demarques the boundary between
the inner and outer portions of the Huygens Region.

6. Inside Group is a set of samples lying on the θ1 OriC
side of the SE–NW Transition feature.

7. Low Ionization Group is a set of samples lying outside of
the SE–NW Transition feature.
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8. Outside Group is a set of samples lying outside of the
Low Ionization Group feature.

9. The adopted distance is 388±5 (Kounkel et al. 2016).
10. The adopted velocity for the background PDR

is VPDR=27.3±0.3 km s−1.
11. All velocities are expressed in km s−1 in the Heliocentric

system (local standard of rest velocities are 18.1 km s−1

less).
12. Directions such as northeast and southwest are often

expressed in short form as NE and SW.
13. In this acronym laden paper acronyms are presented in

parentheses following the first use of the word or term
being compressed.

2. Spectroscopic Observations

As in Paper I we have drawn on the high-spectral-resolution
Spectroscopic Atlas of Orion Spectra (the Atlas; García-Díaz
et al. 2008). The Atlas was compiled from a series of north–
south spectra at intervals of 2″ and have a velocity resolution of
10 km s−1. The resolution along each slit was seeing limited at
about 2″. We have utilized the spectra of [N II] at 658.3 nm and
[O III] at 500.7 nm. We also employ emission-line images made
with the Hubble Space Telescope (the HST; O’Dell &
Wong 1996; O’Dell et al. 2009) that isolate diagnostically
useful emission-lines covering the Huygens Region. The
regions that we have studied spectroscopically are shown in

Figures 1 and 2. We have used the previously published results
from Paper I for a North Region and SE Region lying on the
boundaries of the newly designated South Region.

2.1. Characteristic Velocity Systems

In Paper I (Sections 2.1 and 2.2) we describe how Samples
of 10″×10″ were created and de-convolved using the IRAF4

task “splot.” The emission-line spectra show multiple velocity
components that were used in Abel et al. (2019). In descending
velocity these are Vscat (ascribed to backscattering from dust
particles in the background PDR),Vnew,[O III] (ascribed to
material accelerated away from θ1 OriC by its stellar
wind,Vlong (the longer wavelength component, usually
ascribed to emission from the ionized layer on the far side of
θ1 OriC), and Vshort (a shorter wavelength component usually
weak and ascribed to a foreground Nearer Ionized Layer (NIL)
lying in the foreground of θ1 OriC. When discussed as
emission from specific physical layers, the terms Vmif and VNIL

are used. These components are seen in both the [N II] and
[O III] emission-lines. The accuracy of their identification is
discussed in Paper I. The total signal (in instrumental units) are
expressed for example as Slong,[O III]). As shown in O’Dell
(2018) a ratio of S[N II]/S[O III]=1.00 corresponds to a
calibrated surface brightness ratio (in erg) of 0.13.

2.1.1. Limits on the Detection of Weak Components

It is often the case that the spectra are dominated by a single
component. We demonstrated in Appendix A of Paper I that
the limits of detection of the weak component is primarily
determined by the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of
the strong component. A rule-of-thumb is that the limit of

Figure 1. This image depicts the signal ratio in the HST F658N and F502N
filters (these correspond to the spectrally unresolved lines of [N II] 658.3 nm
and [O III] 500.7 nm). It is a 194″×216″ (0.36×0.40 pc) field of view
(FOV) with north up and east to the left and is centered 53″ at PA (Position
Angle)=237° from θ1 OriC and encloses the optically brightest part of the
Huygens Region. The colored lines outline groups repeated and explained in
Figure 2. It also shows the locations of the 21 cm absorption line boundary of
the Orion-S Cloud (van der Werf et al. 2013). The dark-line circle indicates the
position of the 30″ diameter “Crossing” key region. The SE–NW Transition is
shown with a dashed white line. The dashed white line gives the boundary of
the South Region shown in Figure 2, which is the subject of this study.

Figure 2. This 140×100″ image of the South Region is centered 15″ west and
45″ south of θ1 OriC and shows some of the same features as in Figure 1.
Displacements south of θ1 OriC are expressed as negative numbers and
displacements west of θ1 OriC are expressed as positive numbers (in contrast
with normal expressions of R.A.). The Sample spectra were examined in the
high signal-to-noise ratio 10″×10″ samples from spectra in the Atlas. The red
border Inside Group samples spectra near θ1 OriC, the yellow border defines
the Low Ionization Group best sampling the raised area on the NE portion of
the Orion-S Cloud, and the white border Outside Group samples the region
containing the observer’s side of the Orion-S Cloud.

4 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories,
which is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in
Astronomy, Inc. under cooperative agreement with the National Science
foundation.
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measurement of the separation is FWHM −0.4 (km s−1) for
secondary components about 5%the signal of the strong
component. For the groups of data that we use in this study
FWHM([N II])=17.2±0.6 km s−1 and
FWHM([O III]=15.3±0.7 km s−1, thus setting the limits at
slightly less than these numbers. This has led us in most cases
to not use the results forVshort,[N II] and Vshort,[O III], but the Vscat

components are strong enough to be retained. When two
components are of more similar signal, this limitation does not
apply.

2.1.2. Expected Velocity Changes inVmif

Even if the underlying PDR was a constant velocity (this
seems to be true at the level of a few km s−1 according to the
[C II] 158 μm emission mapped by Goicoechea et al. 2015)
there can be variations inVmif associated with the tilt of the
Main Ionization Front (MIF). If the MIF lies in the plane of the
sky, one would expect the observed radial velocity to
be VOMC–Vevap, where VOMC is the velocity of the host Orion
Molecular Cloud (taken here to be the same as VPDR, which is
27.3±0.3 km s−1(VOMC determined from molecules is
25.9±1.5 km s−1(O’Dell 2018), and Vevap is the rate at
which the ionized gas in the MIF evaporates away from the
PDR. In a spectrum of a region that lies exactly perpendicular
to the plane of the sky, the Vmif would be the same asVOMC.
The best example of a tilted region of the MIF is the Bright Bar,
where spectra show the expected increase inVmif(O’Dell
2018), although even in that case theVmif values do not
reach VOMC.

2.1.3. Expected Velocity Differences of the Vcomp and Vscat

Components

In the case of backscattering from a flat-on PDR, which
corresponds to theVmif component being blueshifted with
respect to the PDR, one expects that the difference of the two
velocity components to be Vscat–Vcomp;2×(VPDR–Vcomp).
Since Vcomp=VPDR–Vevap, one
expects Vscat–Vcomp;2×Vevap. These approximations corre-
spond to the detailed models of extended emission and
scattering areas of Henney (1998). Later, in Henney et al.
(2005) it was shown that Vevap should be greater for [O III].
Therefore we would expect that Vscat–Vcomp would be greater
for [O III] than [N II], which is the case (Section 3.5).

Different numbers should apply if one observes a tilted
region. As noted in Section 2.1.2 it is expected that the
observed Vmif should increase with increasing tilt as the Line-
of-Sight (LOS) component ofVevap is less, finally
reachingVPDR when the region is seen edge-on. The scattering
layer would see the same diminution of the LOS velocity. The
expectation would then be that Vscat–Vmif should go to zero.
We cannot test this using the Bright Bar because examination
of the slit spectra profiles in O’Dell (2018) shows that the Vscat

components disappear at the maximum tilt velocities. In any
event, we expect that Vscat–Vmif should decrease with increas-
ing tilt.

2.1.4. Expected Sscat/ Scomp Ratios

The ratio of signals can be used as a diagnostic. For either
backscattering from particles in the PDR lying behind (away
from the observer) or from a layer of grains in the
foreground, Sscat/ Scomp should be much smaller than one. If

the Sscat component arises from backscattering, a large value of
the ratio would demand that either the albedo is uncharacter-
istically high or that the scattered light is beamed back toward
the source (and the observer), both of which are unlikely, or
that the the Vcomp is not producing the light that is scattered. If
the Sscat comes from a foreground layer, a high ratio would
indicate a large optical depth in grains, which would in turn
mean that the scattering layer is also optically thick to ionizing
radiation and the foreground layer would be ionization
bounded (O’Dell 2018), for which there is no evidence
(Paper I).

3. Properties of the South Region

In order to examine the properties of the nebula in the region
designated in Figures 1 and 2, we have identified three groups
of samples within the South Region. The Inside Group lies on
the θ1 OriC side of the SE–NW Transition and samples a
region where the MIF is tilted about 15°(Henney et al. 2005).
The Low Ionization Group is outside the SE–NW Transition
and samples a broader region that includes the Crossing. The
Outside Group is a further region of overlying material on the
observer’s side of the Orion-S Cloud. We have determined for
these groups the average values of the diagnostically most
useful observational parameters and present them in Table 1.

3.1. [N II] in the South Region

The Vlong,[N II] values in the several groups all lie within their
common uncertainties. This indicates that all three groups
represent regions with about the same tilt. This is not surprising
since none of them sample the area along the SE–NW
Transition that is known to be highly tilted.
All of theVscat,[N II]–Vlong,[N II] values (16 km s−1) for the

three groups lie within their uncertainties.
The low values of Sscat,[N II]/ Slong,[N II] indicate that

theVscat,[N II] components arise from backscattering of
theVmif,[N II] component.

3.2. [O III] in the South Region

[O III] emission behaves very differently from [N II] emis-
sion by some samples having Vshort,[O III] components and
noVlong,[O III] components, with Table 1 summarizing its
properties. We note that Vlong,[O III] is about 8 km s−1 less
thanVlong,[N II], which is consistent with the aforementioned
expectation that Vevap,[O III] will be larger
thanVevap,[N II](Henney et al. 2005). The Sscat,[O III]/
Slong,[O III] values indicate that it is the Vlong,[O III] component
that is the source of the backscattered light, but the Sscat,[O III]/
Sshort,[O III] ratio in the Low Ionization Group indicates
that Vshort,[O III] contributes in that region.

3.3. Vnew,[O III]

A weak [O III] component is present in a few of the Low
Ionization Group and Outside Group samples. Its velocity is
similar to Vlong,[O III] values, but it should be classified
separately because of its very low signal (Snew,[O III]). Its large
value of Sscat,[O III]/ Snew,[O III] indicates that it is not a
contributor to the backscattered light.
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3.4. Ionization Changes across the South Region

The ratio of the MIF signals in [N II] and [O III] (Slong,[N II]/
Slong,[O III] and Slong,[N II]/ Sshort,[O III]) is a useful diagnostic of
the conditions within the South Region. The values given in
Table 1 reflect what is expected as one progresses from the
higher ionization Inside Group near θ1 OriC (ratio 1.3±0.1).

Within the Low Ionization Group the high ratios (Slong,[N II]/
Slong,[O III]=2.9±0.6 and Slong,[N II]/
Sshort,[O III]=2.9±0.5) indicates that this region is of low
ionization. It is remarkable that the Outside Group furthest
from θ1 OriC has dropped to an intermediate value. This must
provide a guide for the geometry as one progresses across the
Orion-S Cloud.

3.5. Comparison of Predicted and Observed Values
of Vscat–Vmif

Within the Inside Group the fact that Vevap,[N II]
(5±3 km s−1) is smaller than that for [O III]
(Vevap,[O III]=11±2 km s−1) is consistent with the theory of
Henney et al. (2005), although the absolute values are probably
larger since Henney et al. (2005) conclude that the region
including the Inside Group is about 15° out of the plane of the
sky and thus not all of the evaporation component is seen.

In Table 2 we show a comparison of the predicted and
observed velocity differences for both [N II] and [O III], using
the method described in Section 2.1.2.

Because the [N II] arises from a thin layer immediately on
the observer’s side of the underlying PDR, we would expect
that the predicted and observed separations would be in closest
agreement. The essentially constant value
of Vscat,[N II]–Vmif,[N II] (16 km s−1) in each group argues for
the three regions having about the same tilt. The predicted
value of Vscat,[N II]–Vmif,[N II] (average 13±2 km s−1) agrees
with this conclusion within their probable errors and the
uncertainty due to the crude model that predicts it should be
2×Vevap,[N II]

Unlike [N II] the predicted Vscat,[O III]–Vlong,[O III] are con-
sistently larger than the observed values. This is within the
range of uncertainty with the crude model that the value should
be 2×Vevap,[O III].

3.6. Comparison with an Earlier Study

The South Region overlaps noticeably with portions of the
nebula studied in O’Dell (2018). In the present study we have
used the large-scale changes in ionization within the South
Region to identify our data samples, whereas in the earlier
study the sample selection was driven primarily by proximity to
the Crossing.
The most similar samples with the present study are the Low

Ionization Group and the SW region of O’Dell (2018), whose
results are given in his Table 4. A comparison with Table 1
shows significant differences only in the Vshort components,
which can be attributed to the higher signal-to-noise ratio data
used in the current paper.
The improved method of selection of the samples and their

better signal-to-noise ratio means that the current results are to
be preferred. Other regions studied in O’Dell (2018) are not
addressed in either Paper I or in this study, therefore, O’Dell
(2018) remains the best source of information on them.

4. Conclusions

1. Two velocity systems are recognized. Vshort is usually
associated with a foreground layer of blueshifted ionized
gas lying between θ1 OriC and the outer, predominantly

Table 1
Properties of Groupsa

Discriminator Inside Group Low Ionization Group Outside Group

Vlong,[N II] 22±3(15)b 21±2(12) 19±2(15)
Vshort,[N II] 3±1(10) 6±3(8) 3±3(11)
Vscat,[N II]–Vlong,[N II] 17±2(14) 16±1(12) 16±1(15)
Sscat,[N II]/ Slong,[N II] 0.07±0.05(14) 0.08±0.03(12) 0.13±0.04(15)
Vlong,[O III] 16±2(15)b 13±2(6) 11±2(16)
Vshort,[O III] 3±1(3) 8±2(8) 3(1)
Vscat,[O III]–Vlong,[O III] 18±4(13) 21±3(6) 24±2(14)
Vscat,[O III]–Vshort,[O III] L 27±6(6) L
Sscat,[O III]/ Slong,[O III] 0.07±0.02(11) 0.12±0.04(7) 0.13±0.07(16)
Sscat,[O III]/ Sshort,[O III] L 0.18±0.09(7) L
Vnew,[O III] L 22±2(5) 20±2(2)
Sscat,[O III]/ Snew,[O III] L 0.50±0.18(4) 0.39(1)
Slong,[N II]/ Slong,[O III] 1.3±0.1(15) 2.9±0.6(7) 1.6±0.2(16)
Slong,[N II]/ Sshort,[O III] L 2.9±0.5(6) L

Notes.
a All velocities are Heliocentric and in km s−1 (subtract 18.1 for LSR).
b Numbers within parentheses are the number of samples used in the Group.

Table 2
Predicted and Observed Values of Vscat–Vlong

a

Discriminator
Inside
Group

Low Ioniz-
ation Group

Outside
Group

Observed Vlong,[N II] 22±3 21±2 19±2
Observed Vscat,[N II]–Vlong,[N II] 17±2 16±1 16±1
Predicted Vscat,[N II]–Vlong,[N II] 10±6 12±4 16±4
ObservedVlong,[O III] 16±2 13±2 11±2
Observed Vscat,[O III]–Vlong,[O III] 18±4 21±3 24±2
Predicted Vscat,[O III]–Vlong,[O III] 22±4 27±3 32±8
Observed Vshort,[O III] L 8±2 L
Observed Vscat,[O III]–Vshort,[O III] L 27±6 L
Predicted Vscat,[O III]–Vshort,[O III] L 36±4 L

Note.
a All velocities are Heliocentric and in km s−1 (subtract 18.1 for LSR).
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neutral Veil. Vlong is associated with ionized gas lying on
the observer’s side of the nebula’s Main Ionization Front
or the observer’s side of the Cloud.

2. The Vshort,[O III] system is usually weak compared with
the Vlong,[O III] system near the θ1 OriC, but becomes the
dominant velocity component as the line of sight crosses
the Cloud.

3. The Vlong,[N II] values indicate that this emission comes
from nearly flat-on regions. They are nearly constant,
which would indicate that one is viewing samples of the
same orientation as one crosses from the sub-θ1 OriC
direction, across the Cloud, and over the main body of
the Cloud.

4. The region called here the Low Ionization Group differs
significantly from other regions in the inner Orion
Nebula. It is of lower ionization when comparing [N II]
and [O III] surface brightness and its strongest [O III]
components fall into two distinct velocity groups. It
contains the peculiar region called the Crossing. The
unusual features of that region are shared by many, but
not all the samples within the Low Ionization Group. The
fact that most of this group lies beyond the NE edge of
the Orion-S Cloud indicates that the conditions on the
observer’s side of the Cloud determine the conditions of
this region.

5. A caution on spectroscopy in the brightest parts of the
Huygens Region. In order to optimize the signal from
spectra in the Huygens Region, most studies have been of
the brightest parts of this region. Unfortunately, these
brightest regions occur in the complex structure where the
transition from [O III] dominant to [N II] dominant occurs.
Near θ1 OriC the structure of the nebula is simple, with
theVlong components being dominant. This means that
analysis according to single but related Heo+H+ and
He++H+ layers should yield valid values of the physical
conditions and abundances. However, as one moves into
the brightest parts (this occurs as the line of sight crosses
the Cloud), the dominance of theVlong,[N II] component
remains the same while theVshort,[O III] component
becomes dominant. This indicates that we are looking
through two widely separated regions with an ill-defined
link. One should do separate analyses of the Vshort

and Vlong components, even if one of them is not the
strongest component.

Studies have been made at the necessary high
velocity resolution. For example, García-Rojas & Esteban
(2007) used sufficient velocity resolution, but worked
with the total line signals and Mesa-Delgado et al. 2009)
used 10 km s−1 resolution over a wide range of
wavelengths, but used their data only for exploring the
conditions in HH202.

In addition, because of scattered light from the
Trapezium stars, ground-based telescope spectroscopic
studies have avoided their immediate vicinity. These
selection effects mean that it would be wise to examine
the results in most of the major studies (Baldwin et al.
1991, 2000; Blagrave et al. 2007; Mesa-Delgado et al.

2008, 2011; Rubin et al. 2003) in light of the 3D model
that now applies and to make new studies at high velocity
resolution of carefully chosen regions within the South
Region, in particular in our Inside Group.

6. The questions raised about the Low Ionization Group in
this study call for study at higher spatial resolution, which
is the subject of Paper III of this series.
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